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Abstract. In this paper we present an all-optical network architecture and a systolic

routing protocol for it. An � -dimensional optical fat tree network (
�����

) consists of���
	��
routing nodes and �� ���

processing nodes deployed at the leaf nodes of the

network. In our construction packets injected into the
�����

carry no routing infor-

mation. Routing is based on the use of a cyclic control bit sequence and scheduling.

The systolic routing protocol ensures that no electro-optical conversion is needed in

the intermediate routing nodes and all the packets injected into the routing machinery

will reach their target without collisions. A work-optimal routing of an � -relation is

achieved with a reasonable size of ��������������� � .

Key Words. Optical fat tree, systolic routing, work-optimal routing.

1 Introduction

Optics offers a possibility to increase the bandwidth of intercommunication networks.

Optical communication offers several advantages in comparison with its electronic coun-

terpart, for example, a possibility to use broader bandwidth and insensitivity to external

interferences. These advantages have been covered, e.g., by Saleh and Teich in their book

[12].

Our work is motivated by another kind of communication problem, namely the em-

ulation of shared memory with distributed memory modules [5]. If a parallel algorithm

has enough parallel slackness, the implementation of shared memory can be reduced to

efficient routing of an ! -relation [13]. An ! -relation is a routing problem where each

processing node has at most ! packets to send and it is the target of at most ! packets [1].
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An implementation of an ! -relation is said to be work-optimal at cost � , if all the packets

arrive at their targets in time ��! . A precondition for work-optimality is that !��������
	 ,
where � is the diameter of the network, and that the network can move �������	 packets

in each step, where � is the number of processors. Otherwise slackness cannot be used

to "hide" latency influenced by the diameter [5]. For an � -dimensional optical fat tree�����
having ����� � processing nodes, the diameter ����� fulfills this condition when

!����������! #"$�	 .
Using the fat tree topology as an intercommunication network is a cost-effective

way to connect a large number of processors. Congestion problems are avoided by pro-

viding more bandwidth in the higher levels of the tree. A number of intercommunication

networks has been implemented by using fat tree topology. For example, the basic archi-

tecture of the Thinking Machine CM-5 data network is a fat tree [8]. High performance

clusters typically use fat tree networks as well. For instance the InfiniBand architecture

utilizes fat tree [9]. Recent implementations use packet switching as the routing strategy.

A drawback of packet switching is that routing decisions must be done in an electronic

form. For now we do not know any all-optical implementation of the fat tree network

architecture.

In this work we present an all-optical fat tree network architecture and a systolic

routing protocol for it. The � -dimensional optical fat tree consists of � �&%�' routing nodes

and ���(� � processing nodes deployed at the leaf nodes of the network. Routing nodes are

connected to each other by optical links. In this paper we present a novel packet routing

protocol, called the systolic routing protocol.

Additionally, when a packet is injected into the routing machinery, neither electro-

optic conversions are needed during its path from its source to the target processing node

nor any collisions happen between two distinct packets. An � -dimensional
���)�

can

route an ! -relation in *+� !,	 time, if !-�.�������/ #"$�0	 . Section 2 presents the structure

of routing nodes and the structure of an
���)�

network. In Section 3 we introduce the

systolic routing protocol. Section 4 presents the analysis of our construction. Section 5

sketches conclusions and future work.

2 Optical Fat Tree with Systolic Routers

We study the � -dimensional structure of an
�����

of diameter �1�2� and having �3�4� �
processing nodes. Section 2.1 represents the structure of routing nodes. In section 2.2

we introduce the construction of an
�5�)�

. Section 2.3 discusses the feasibility of our
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Figure 1: A routing node at level 2: (a) in the drop state, and (b) in the turn state.

construction.

2.1 Systolic Routers for �����

Routing nodes of an
�5�)�

at the level ��� have �� � � �
	��� outgoing links both to its left and

right subtrees and �0� � �
	 incoming links from its parent node. The in-degree of a routing

node equals to the out-degree. Let �������
�����  ����������� � ���� denote the set of incoming links

of a router at level ��� , and
� ��� �������  �����������"!# �� ���"!# �������$��� � ���� denote the set of outgoing

links of the router. A routing node can be in two states. When a routing node routes

signals from inputs to outputs using mapping �&%(' � % for all )+*-,/.0� it is said to be in

drop state. Respectively, when a routing node routes signals from inputs to outputs using

mapping �
%1' �32 %54 !#�6�798;: � for all )<*0,=.>� it is called to be in turn state. An example of

a routing node at level 2 in its two possible states is presented in Figure 1.

The basic component of routing nodes is the electrically controlled all-optical 2 ? 2

switch. Switches can be implemented by LiNbO @ technology [12]. We can construct

a routing node of any level with edge-disjoint paths, e.g., by using the Beneš network

structure [7]. The construction ensures that whatever state is applied, signals never collide.
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Figure 2: Construction of 2-dimensional
�5�)�

out of two 1-dimensional
�����

’s and one
routing node of level 2 with relabeling of processing nodes.

2.2 Construction of an Optical Fat Tree

Construction of an
�����

is recursive. A 1-dimensional
�5�)�

consists of �  � � pro-

cessing nodes and a routing node of level 1 ( �   ). Processing nodes are connected to the

router as its left and right leaves by one outgoing link. Outputs of processing nodes are

connected to inputs of the router. A 2-dimensional
�5�)�

can be constructed out of two

1-dimensional
�����

’s and a routing node of level 2 ( � � � ). Each processing node ��� is

relabeled by a unique � -bit binary string � . Two 1-dimensional
�����

’s are connected

as left and right subtrees of the routing node � � � by using mapping ����' ��� for all

) *�� ..� � . Outputs of processing nodes are connected to inputs of the routing node

� � � by using mapping ���0' ��� for all ) *	� . � � . An example of constructing of

2-dimensional
�����

is presented in Figure 2. In Figure 2, a rounded square indicates a

routing node, a circle indicates a processing node, and an arrows between objects indicate

unidirectional links.

Respectively, an � -dimensional
�5�)�

can be constructed by two ��� %+' 	 -dimensional�����
’s and a routing node of level � . The bandwidth of the systems is divided in time

slots, whose length 
�� equals to the bypass time of a packet via a link between two consec-

utive routing nodes. We call the length of time slot 
�� the packet cycle. A packet consists

of data bits so that the overall length of the time slot measured in time units is 
� . Each

processing node ��� is uniquely labeled by a bit sequence � ���  ������� � �� , and it has � � � �
sending buffers ��� 2 ��� � 6 ��� 2 ���  6 � ����� ��� 2 ��� � �� 6 	 that have an important role in routing.
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The number of routing nodes at each level , � is � 2 � � % 	 6 , where � is the dimension of�����
. Respectively, the number of links can be calculated by ����� ' 	 � � . Because the

number of processing nodes of an
�����

is � � and the diameter � , we can conclude that

the precondition for work-optimality is satisfied if ! ������� 	 .

2.3 Feasibility of � � � with Systolic Routers

The switching time of LiNbO @ switches lies in the range of 10–15 ps [12]. The length of

packet ( � � ) can be evaluated by equation � ��� �������
	��� � , where  � is the size of the packet in

bits, ��� � ) ��� m/ns is the speed of light in vacuum, � � ' ��� is the refraction index of fiber

[12], and � is the link bandwidth. Assuming the bandwidth to be � =100 Gb/s, the length

of a bit in a fiber is
�
	��� � �(� mm.

In order to estimate the feasibility of a 6-dimensional
�����

(having 64 processing

nodes) let us assume the link bandwidth to be � � ' ) ) Gb/s, and the size of packets to

be  � � ' ��� b. The corresponding length of a packet in a fiber is � ��� ����� mm and the

length of time slot is 
���� ' ��� ns. Assuming the length of clock cycle of processing nodes

to be 
���� � '
ns (corresponding the frequency of 1 GHz), it will take 1.3 clock cycles

for a packet to travel between two adjacent routing nodes. The overall amount of fibers

is  "!#� '#' � m, and the routing time of packets is 
 � �$� clock cycles for each packets.

We consider the requested parameters to be reasonable and the architecture to be feasible

to construct in the near future. A drawback of our construction is that the complexity of

routers increases with respect to the dimension of
�����

.

3 Routing in Optical Fat Tree

We develop a routing algorithm for
���)�

. The algorithm can be divided in two phases.

During the initialization phase we first construct a control bit sequence that controls the

system. Then the routing table is determined. The initialization phase must be executed

only once when the system is set up. During the utilization of the
�����

packets are

injected into the network so that they are routed level by level to the destination. In

section 3.1 we present properties of routing and transitions between subtrees. Section

3.2 introduces the initialization phase of the system. Section 3.3 introduces the routing

algorithm for the optical fat tree.
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3.1 Properties of Routing

According to our construction an � -dimensional
���)�

consists of � � processing nodes

and � levels of routing nodes. Each routing node has an equal number of incoming and

outgoing links. Let us consider a routing node at level , � . It has � � � % 	 incoming links from

its parent node, � � � % 	 �� links leading to its left subtree, and � � � % 	 �� links leading to its

right subtree. The incoming links can be divided in two groups. Let us denote � � to be

the group of � � � % 	 �� leftmost incoming links and � � to be the group of � � � % 	 �� rightmost

incoming links of the routing node.

Let �3���  � ����� � �� ( � � � � ) � ' � ) be a bit sequence indicating the states of routing

nodes used by a packet on its path from the source to the target in an � -dimensional�����
. The value 1 in a bit position ������� % 	 ����� indicates that at level � % ,�� the packet using

incoming link group � � or � � should be routed to the right or left subtree respectively.

Correspondingly, the value 0 in a bit position � % 	 indicates that the packet using incoming

link group � � or � � should be routed to the left or right subtree respectively. It is obvious

that we can construct an � -ary routing bit sequence for any source/destination pair so

that it leads the packet correctly through the
�����

. To notice this, let us assume that in

a bit sequence � ���  � ������� ������� � �� , the � ’th bit stands for the state leading to the wrong

subtree. We just substitute the initial bit sequence by � ���  �����
	��� ������� � �� , where 	��� is the

complement of ��� .

The routing information for packets can be evaluated by the bitwise XOR-operation
�

. For example, if processor � �   (belonging to the leftmost group � � of the root routing

node of a 3-dimensional
�����

) has a packet destined to processor �    , the routing infor-

mation can be expressed as ) '#' � '#'#' � ' ) ) . The meaning of this is that the packet from

� �   to �    must be routed from the leftmost incoming link group to the right subtree at

the level 3 routing node, from the rightmost incoming link group to the right subtree at the

level 2 routing node, and from the rightmost link to the right subtree at the level 1 routing

node. Example of the routing is presented in Figure 3.

Routers can be considered to be an interface between incoming link groups and

subtrees. Let us assume that a packet has the the bit � ��� ' ����� in its ���� bit position. The

router responsible to route this packet (at the level � % � ) receives the packet from the

leftmost link group � � or from the rightmost link group � � . Regardless of the link group

used the router node should be set in turn state. Correspondence between routing bit

information, transitions between link groups and subtrees, and required states is presented

in Table 1.
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Figure 3: Example of routing of a packet in an
�5�)�

.

Table 1: Correspondence between routing bit information, transitions between link groups
and subtrees, and the required state of router.

Routing information Transition Required state

0 � � ' Left Drop
0 � � ' Right Drop
1 � � ' Right Turn
1 � � ' Left Turn

3.2 Initialization Phase

In our construction injected packets carry no routing information. When a packet reaches

a routing node it is routed into the left or right subtree according to the state of the router.

Anyway we are able to arrange a control system so that every packet injected into the�����
reaches its target. We will use a cyclic control bit sequence and timing of injections

of packets.

Determining the Control Bit Sequence.

An � -dimensional
�5�)�

has � levels of routing nodes. Packet routing in an � -dimensional�����
can be implemented by constructing a long control bit sequence ,�� ,  , � � ��� , apply-
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ing at time step 
 the state corresponding to the value of bit position ,  to all the routing

nodes of the
���)�

, and synchronizing injections of packets so that they reach every rout-

ing node in the correct state. Precondition of all-to-all routing is that the bit sequence

includes (cyclically) all bit sequences of � bits. A naive solution would be to construct

the control bit sequence of all � -ary bit combinations. The length of control cycle would

be �#� � . The control sequence can be reduced to
� �(� � by using de Bruijn sequences [3].

A de Bruijn sequence (in alphabet ��� � ) � ' � ) of length � � is a cyclic sequence of

� � bits in which every subsequence of � bits appears once and the first bit is considered

to follow the last [7]. For � ��� , for example, �� � ) ) ) ) '#'#'#' ) '#' ) ) ' ) ' is a de Bruijn

sequence applicable for our purpose. All sixteen 4-bit sequences occur exactly once as

subsequence of �� .
Fredricksen has presented an algorithm to construct a de Bruijn sequence [2]. The

algorithm is Prefer one and it can be presented as follows:

Algorithm Prefer one

1:Write �0��� zeros;

2:for the � �� bit of the sequence, ��� � , write a one;

if the newly formed � -tuple has not previously

appeared in the sequence then �	� � ��� '
else

3:for the � �� bit of the sequence, write a zero;

if the newly formed � -tuple has not previously appeared

in the sequence then ��� � � � ' and go to step 2

else stop;

Bit positions of �� present states of routers of
�����

. That is, let ���
 denote the value

the � �� bit of de Bruijn sequence �� . At each time step 
 all the routing nodes are set in

turn state if ��  798;:����  = 1, where ���� � is the length of �� , and in drop state otherwise. The

control bit sequence needs to be constructed only once at the initialization phase of the�����
.

Determining the Routing Table.

The optical fat tree has a number of properties. Firstly, the structure of routing nodes

and connections at each router level are uniform. Secondly, it is possible to determine

a unique routing bit sequence for any packet from a source � % to the destination ��� for
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any pair �5, ��� 	 . Thirdly, determination of unique transitions between link groups and

subtrees is possible as well because of uniformness of the construction of the
�5�)�

and

uniqueness of the routing bit sequences. Fourthly, the
���)�

is controlled by the static

control bit sequence �� . For these reasons we are able to determine a routing table for

every connection at the initialization phase.

Let us consider an � -dimensional
�����

having � � � � processors. For this con-

struction the length of routing bit sequence is � � � � � and the length of control sequence

is � �� � � � � . A packet is routed correctly if it is injected into the network so that during

the next � time steps we have ��  � ��  798 :  �  � 
�� ) � ��� � %(' , where �� is the address bit

sequence of the destination.

At the initialization phase every processor � � determines a routing table � having

� �� �3� � � rows. Let ��� denote the value of � ’th row of the routing table. Each row

�  798 :  �  contains the valid address bit sequence of the destination processor at time


 . The algorithm determining routing table is Routing table and it can be presented as

follows:

Algorithm Routing table

{Assuming , and � are the source and the destination

processors, and �� is the control sequence};

for � � ) to � � � �$%�'
In the � ’th row of routing table � write the index

value of destination processor for which

��  � �� ��4  4  798 :� �  � 
 � ) � ��� � %�' ;

Algorithm Routing table is necessary to execute only once at the initialization phase

of the
��� �

.

3.3 Routing Algorithm for the Optical Fat Tree

At the initialization phase each processor determines the control sequence �� and the rout-

ing table. This must be done when the system is set up. At the beginning of routing each

processor of the
�����

has a number of packets to send. In the preprocessing phase each

processor � % inserts packets destined to processor � � into sending buffer � 2 % � � 6 .
At each time step 
 each processor , picks up a packet from sending buffer � 2 % � � 	 6 ,

where � �,� �  798 :� �  is the value of ( 

	  �� � � � )’th row in the routing table and inject it
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into the outgoing link. The � -tuple of bits starting at ��  then indicates the successive drop

and turn states that correctly route the packet to the target processor � � .
At each time step each processor sends at most one packet to the root router node

along a distinct link. Since the routers realize a one-to-one mapping of the incoming links

to the outgoing links, there are no collisions in the outgoing links either. The same holds

inductively through all levels of the
���)�

, which means that there are no collisions in the

entire network.

4 Analysis of Systolic Routing

In the preprocessing phase, each of the ! packets of a processing node � % was inserted into

sending buffer � 2 % � � 6 , where ��� is the target of the packet. Clearly, all of the packets have

been routed after time ��� � �	 , where
�

is the maximum size of all buffers and �1� � � is

the number of processing nodes. The result is poor if the packets have an odd distribution

over targets. In this presentation we assume that packets have an even distribution over

targets.

According to Mitzenmacher et al. [10], supposing that we throw � balls into � bins

with each ball choosing a bin independently and uniformly at random, then the maxi-

mum load is approximately �/ #"$��� �! " �! #" � with high probability (whp)1. Maximum load

means the largest number of balls in any bin. Correspondingly, if we have � packets to

send and � sending buffers during a simulation step, then the maximum load of sending

buffers is approximately �/ #" ��� �! " �! #"$� whp. The overall routing time of those pack-

ets is ���/ #"$��� �! #" �/ #"$� � *+� ' 	 that is not work-optimal according to the definition of

work-optimality.

If the size of ! -relation is enlarged to !�� ���! " � , the maximum load is *+� !�� �0	
[11]. Assuming that ! �(���! #"$� the maximum load is *+���! #"$�0	 , the corresponding rout-

ing time is *+�����/ #" �0	 . A work-optimal result is achieved according to the definition of

work-optimality. Routing ! packets in time *+� !,	 implies work-optimality. Intuitively it

is clear that the cost approaches to 1, when !�� � grows.

We ran some experiments to get an idea about the cost. We ran 5 simulation rounds

for each occurrence using a visualizator programmed with Java [6]. Packets were ran-

domly created and put into output buffers and the average value of the routing time over

all the 5 simulation rounds were evaluated. The results are only speculative because of a

1We use whp, with high probability to mean with probability at least ���
	����������� for some constant � .
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small number of evaluation rounds executed. The average cost was evaluated using equa-

tion ��� ��� �  �
� , where 
 � is the average routing time. Figure 4 gives support to the idea that

! does not need to be extremely high to get a reasonable routing cost.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented the systolic routing protocol for optical fat tree. No electro-optical

conversion is needed during the transfer and all the packets injected into the routing ma-

chinery are guaranteed to reach their destination. The simple structure presented and

the systolic routing protocol are useful and realistic and offer work-optimal routing of

! -relation if !����������/ #"$�0	 .
An advantage of our construction is that the overall number of links is *+�����! " �0	 .

We presented the systolic routing protocol for sparse optical torus (
� � �

) in paper [4].

For
� � �

, the number of links is *+��� � 	 .
However, a couple of drawbacks arise, when the systems are scaled up. Firstly, the
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degree of root node the
���)�

increases with respect to the size of network. Secondly,

putting � elements in the physical space requires at least a volume of size ������ �(	
[14, 15]. The length of wires between routing nodes increases with respect to the physical

space required.
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